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Prada 

"Elegance Personified"

Prada is world renowned for beautifully designed apparels, accessories,

shoes and fragrances. Expect to find an upper-crust crowd here. Find the

trendiest designs of the season as well as timeless collections which will

leave you impressed. Elegant is the word best suited for Prada

merchandises. Come to be wowed.

 +49 89 291 9240  www.prada.com/  Residenzstraße 10, Munique
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Bogner 

"Shop Till You Drop!"

Willy Bogner Junior is a multi-talented man - Olympic athlete from 1960

and 1964, actor in ski movies, such as Fire and Ice and Ski to the Max and

stunt man in various James Bond films. Now, head of a major fashion line,

his collections for men and women are fashionable yet functional, a mix of

contemporary trends and timeless elegance. The quality-hungry shopper

can choose from expensive ski gloves to even more expensive evening

wear. Indulge the shopaholic in you!

 +49 89 290 7040  www.bogner.com/de-

de/stores/#!muenchen

 bognerhaus.muenchen@bo

gner.com

 Residenzstrasse 14-15,

Munique

Krines 

"Luxury Underwear"

This store is one of the best places in town for exclusive undergarments

and designer swimwear. They're not afraid of new ideas either, and stock

items such as underwear made of the latest, figure-enhancing micro-fibres

and swimwear with inbuilt ultra-violet protection. The atmosphere is

pleasant and there's no need to be shy about trying things on - the staff

are well-informed and only too pleased to help. Prices vary greatly, with

something for every budget.

 +49 89 210 6950  Residenzstraße 18-19, Innenstadt, Munique
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Zara 

"Changing Fashions"

Zara, part of the renowned Spanish brand, is a popular clothes store in

Munich that stocks fashionable clothing. The clothes here have an identity

of their own. At this very store clothing is available for children, women as

well as for men. Large collections of trendy and fascinating designs are

housed here. Locals throng the place to purchase some excellent pieces

which they later flaunt on the streets or at the market.

 +49 89 2424 1780  Theatinerstraße 7, Fünf Höfe, Munique
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Ludwig Beck 

"Shoppers' Paradise"

Ludwig Beck has been the cutting edge of fashion since 1861. A shopper's

haven, the store features six floors of clothing for young and old - from fun

clothing to classics, and in all price ranges. The range of jazz and classical

CDs is one of the best in the city, while the cafe on the fourth floor offers

excellent vistas of the city. Come spend a day at Ludwig Beck while you

are in the city and get the best gifts for your friends or family.

 +49 89 23 6910  kaufhaus.ludwigbeck.de/  info@ludwigbeck.de  Marienplatz 11, Munique
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Marc O' Polo 

"A Brand To Reckon With"

A one-stop shop for designer wear, head to Marc O'Polo on

Theatinerstrasse in Munich. Located inside the Fünf Höfe mall, this brand

that has caught the attention of the city with its spectacular designs and

fine collection. The outlet offers exquisite clothes created for both ladies

and men. Jackets, T-shirts, shirts, trousers, blouses, and tops in vivid

colors and new prints are on display here. The friendly and knowledgeable

assistants will help you out with your sale.

 +49 2554 6690  www.fuenfhoefe.de/marc-

opolo/

 info@marc-o-polo.de  Theatinerstrasse 11, Fünf

Höfe, Munique
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LODENFREY Verkaufshaus 

"Munich's Top Department Store"

Located in Munich's city center, LodenFrey is an outstanding department

store and offers six floors of apparels for men, women, and children. This

high fashion department store features top designers such as Armani,

Valentino and Ralph Lauren. If you're in Munich for Oktoberfest, or just

want a Bavarian costume as a souvenir, then be sure to stop here for the

world famous loden outfits. The fourth floor is dedicated to the children's

section.

 +49 89 21 0390  www.lodenfrey.com/#gref  service@lodenfrey.com  Maffeistraße 7, Munique
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Angermaier Trachten 

"Lavish Designs"

Truly fashionable clothes for both men and women can be found at

Angermaier. The bright colors, textures and fine finish that it provides to

its creations are popular among the patrons of Munich. Browse through

the stacks of clothing and pick out a few of your choice. The belts and

bags are also worth the money. Ask the staff to help you choose a few

selections based on your tastes from one of the most trusted brands of

the country.

 +49 89 2300 0199  Rosental 10, Viktualienmarkt, Munique
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Konen 

"Shopping in the City"

Konen is a top address for women's shopping and boasts a good

collection of men's wear as well. Centrally located, you will find a fine

range of suits and casual wear by well-known designers like Michael Kors,

Marc Cain, Katie Loxton, Ralph Lauren, as well as its own value-for-money

label. All products are in the mid to upper price category, and have quality

finishes. Konen has clothing for all occasions and tastes, from business

classic to trendy casual.

 +49 89 244 4220  www.konen.de/  info@konen.de  Sendlingerstraße 3, Munique
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Oberpollinger München 

"One-Stop Phenomenon"

One of the biggest department stores in Munich, Oberpollinger stocks

clothes for men, women and children, household goods, electrical goods,

porcelain, sports equipment and furniture. This store is part of the

Karstadt Premium Group and is well-known all over the city. Find apparel

and accessories of some really cheap brands as well designer wear that is

sure to fit your budget and preference.

 +49 89 29 0230  www.oberpollinger.de/  service@oberpollinger.de  Neuhauserstraße 18,

Munique
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Der 7.Himmel 

"Shop till you Drop!"

A one-stop shop, Der 7.Himmel is like a pandora's box for women.

Situated on Hans-Sachs-Strasse, their collection is a blend of modern

fashion along with apparel that carries traces of inspiration from the 60s

and 70s era of fashion. Everything from flowery shirts, vintage jewelry to

platform shoes and more is on display here. The store receives new stock

every few weeks to keep their collection updated with the current fashion

trends. Apart from the apparel on offer, women are sure to love the range

of accessories and jewelry as well.

 +49 89 26 7053  www.siebterhimmel.com/  mail@siebterhimmel.com  Hans-Sachs-Strasse 17,

Munique

Susanne Bommer 

"Unpredictable & Uncompromising"

One of the few Munich fashion designers to have gained a reputation

outside the city, Susanne Bommer has been awarded Munich's avant

garde prize for fashion. On the one hand, her classic designs exude a

timeless elegance, yet they are never predictable or bourgeois. Some

pieces are made from synthetic materials and others from batiste cotton,

but none compromise on comfort. The combination of traditional and bold

colors means that customers can mix and match easily. Unlike other

designers, Susanne Bommer doesn't throw away last season's collection,

but freshens it up and uses it as the basis for her next collection. Clothes

as fascinating as this do not come cheap.

 +49 89 2158 5050  www.susannebommer.co

m/

 mail@susannebommer.co

m

 Haager Straße 11, Munique
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Wöhrl 

"Reasonable Prices and Good Collection"

With 38 branches all over Germany, Wöhrl sells clothes for the whole

family. The brand names available are mostly casual mainstream (Daniel

Hechter, Camel, Brax, etc.), but a range of classic business suits and

exquisite evening wear too is available. The sports department also has a

good collection and offers ski clothing and equipment. The teenage

fashions collection too is outstanding.

 +49 89 143 4710  www.woehrl.de  info@woehrl.de  Hanauer Straße 68, OLYMP,

Munique
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Peek & Cloppenburg 

"Designer Wear"

Shop at Peek & Cloppenburg for a great selection of clothes. This

department store is a German-based international brand that retails

several brands all under one roof. Top of the line designer clothes are also

available, making it easy for you to take a good pick! Some of the labels

you will see here include Adidas, Boss, Diesel and Hilfiger. The store sells

clothes for adults and kids.

 +49 89 9547 9046  Ollenhauerstrasse 6, PEP München-Neuperlach, Munique
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